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Ambiguous Transitions
Gender, the State, and Everyday Life in Romania from
Socialism to Postsocialism

c
How was our life then? The fact is, we found jobs, we were promoted, and
we got raises … it didn’t seem difficult to me. During the communist period they guaranteed us a job, well-paid or not so well-paid, each person
was important in their own way. We led a very industrious life. I came
home from work, I washed, I ironed, I made food … and after all that I
embroidered and knit. I led a very active life. Now I feel awful because
it’s very difficult to pass from a period full of activity to a period where
time is dead. Now I’m looking for work so that I won’t go crazy.1
—Maria, unemployed electrician (b. 1955)

For someone raised in an era of alarmist rhetoric about the “evil empire”
and made-for-TV movies depicting the aftereffects of nuclear war, excerpts such as the one quoted above seem highly unlikely, if not wholly
implausible. While growing up in the United States, my visions of life
“over there” were of crumbling apartment blocks, factories spewing
pollutants, and empty store shelves and bread lines. Glimmers of hope
did appear in the form of TV broadcasts of Lech Wałe˛sa and protesting
workers, but being nine years old when Solidarity formed I was too
young to appreciate the movement’s significance—or the irony of its
very existence. And, even if I had, such images reinforced rather than
challenged existing perceptions of life east of the Brandenburg Gate
as repressive. Moreover, while I understood that the United States was
engaged in a Cold War with the Soviet Union, I really didn’t think much
about the countries that fell into the latter camp—one reason why I
failed, in third grade, to place the word “West” in front of the word
“Germany” on the envelope containing a letter to my transatlantic pen
pal. Over the course of the 1980s, I developed an interest in history
and the reality of this division had sunk in. By 1989 I simply took it
for granted that a wall separated East and West Berlin—and would
continue to do so for the majority, if not the entirety, of my lifetime.
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When the Wall unexpectedly “fell” on 9 November 1989, I was in
Austria, about to celebrate my birthday. I greeted the news with shock
and excitement and even contemplated jumping on the next train to
Berlin, which, much to my continued regret, I did not do. Shock and
excitement were also sentiments felt by people in the region. So too
was hope. Believing that liberal democracy had finally triumphed over
communist tyranny, policymakers, intellectuals, and ordinary East Europeans hoped that pluralism would be a panacea for the stagnation,
corruption, and malaise that had characterized the Eastern Bloc.2
Over a quarter of a century later, the effects of these transformations have been mixed. While most countries in the region have
“returned to Europe” by joining NATO and the European Union, national and local particularities, as well as larger global processes, have
shaped the character of economic and political change in the region.3
As a result, for some the transition to postsocialism has been less than
hoped for, and, indeed, outright disappointing. This is especially the
case in Romania where corruption, high rates of inflation, rising income disparity, and the curtailment of social entitlements have, alongside more positive developments such as free speech, association, and
travel, characterized the post-1989 period. This is not to claim that
Maria, the woman quoted at the beginning of this chapter, desires a
return to socialism. Rather she, like others I spoke with, desires the
security and stability—or perceived security and stability—of the old
system.
While repudiated as a political system, socialism, as a way of life,
continues to shape how individuals think about their government, society, and themselves.4 Rising inequality and downward mobility serve
in part to explain people’s positive appraisal of the socialist past. Perhaps had the transition been smoother, quicker, and more just, their
assessment would be less generous? Although this is a plausible and,
indeed, tempting interpretation, we must contend with reality, in this
case what has come to pass since 1989. Thus, rather than simply writing off Maria’s recollection as nostalgic, we must view it as a genuine
and legitimate perspective on the past. We must also place it within
the larger story of her life, in which positive memories mingle with
negative ones. Alongside working third shift and desperately searching for baby formula in the dead of winter, Maria recalled weeklong
holidays at the seaside and gatherings with friends and family. Her reflections reveal that there is no simple, coherent narrative of life under
socialism, but rather multiple and, at times, contradictory ones. This
underscores the importance of analyzing larger political and structural
transformations alongside local and everyday practices. It also points
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to the complexities, contradictions, and ambiguities of socialist modernization and everyday life in Romania.
This book seeks to shed light on these complexities, contradictions,
and ambiguities through an analysis of socialist policies, media representations, and women’s life stories in Romania from the advent of
socialist rule to the present. Although triumphalist narratives extolling
the virtues of capitalism and liberal democracy have been subject to
increased scrutiny since the global financial crisis of 2008, interpretations emphasizing the criminality, illegality, and inhumanity of former
communist regimes remain salient.5 In Romania, this is evident in the
many autobiographies, journals, and memoirs that have been published by former political prisoners, peasants, intellectuals, and others
who suffered marginalization or repression under socialism. Because
victims of communist repression have dominated historical investigations and public discussions of the past, scholars studying individuals who remained comparatively free of repression or who managed
to muddle through, in some cases even experiencing upward mobility, are faced with a particular moral dilemma since, “after one learns
about so many broken lives, it actually seems insensitive to remember anything less tragic about the communist period.”6 Accordingly,
stories such as Maria’s are considered of unequal value, written off as
nostalgic products of selective remembering rather than reflections of
an authentic lived reality. However, privileging particular experiences
over others, aside from being an exercise in historical cherry-picking,
can yield simplistic narratives of the past that equate personal trauma
with national trauma and obscure the polyvalent meanings of people’s
lived experiences. This approach also produces a dichotomous view
of state and society that neglects the fluidity and interconnection between the two, while glossing over the complexity of human behaviors,
beliefs, and relationships.
This book is premised on the belief that examining the oppressive
alongside the emancipatory, the monotonous alongside the joyous, the
ordinary alongside the extraordinary—and all that falls between these
extremes—yields not only a fuller, more nuanced portrait of state socialism and everyday life, but is a historical necessity. This is particularly
true of Romanian women whose lived experiences are often interpreted
through the prism of pronatalist policies and are overshadowed by heroic narratives of (mainly men’s) struggles against a brutal regime. As
such, this book seeks to contribute to a small but growing body of work
on gender and everyday life in socialist Romania that goes beyond totalitarian interpretations of state-society relations to analyze the complexities of the socialist project and women’s lived experiences of it.7
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While I do not regard the former communist government as legitimate, I do regard the memories of those who lived, worked, took holidays, and raised families during the period as legitimate. Thus, I aim
to validate and historicize people’s experiences while also recognizing
that they occurred under a regime that was neither popularly elected
nor popularly supported and that committed repressive acts, often of a
violent nature, against its people. Weaving women’s varied experiences
into the broader political and social fabric of Romania, this book also
contributes to scholarship on gender, state making, and modernization in the twentieth century. In so doing, it complicates conventional
portraits of the socialist state as an all-powerful monolith ruling over
an atomized and hapless populace.
A class-based ideology, socialism sought to fashion a new society,
economy, and culture through new laws, institutions, and modes of
representation. As in other periods of major transformation, women
were essential to this process. Indeed, considering that women, the
working class, and low-level peasants were among the most dis
empowered groups under capitalism, they ostensibly had the most
to gain from the transition to socialism. Thus, this book illuminates
the centrality of gender in the politics and practices of socialist state
making, examining how ideas about women and men influenced

policymaking and social organization, and how, through both persuasive and coercive means, the state mobilized women for the purpose of
socialist modernization. Because this transformation entailed not only
the reformulation of gender as a social construct but also women’s and
men’s everyday lives, I analyze how this process shaped people’s ideas
about womanhood and manhood and how gender served as a lens
through which people understood this transformation. Therefore, this
book examines women as objects of state policy and agents who made
choices, albeit under limited and at times highly restrictive circumstances. Yet, rather than viewing women and the state as oppositional
forces, I consider how state socialism constrained and enabled agency,
focusing on “not only what was repressed or prohibited but what was
made possible or produced.”8 I do not, however, attempt to answer the
long-debated question of whether socialism liberated women. Rather,
I analyze how it sought to do so through state policies and programs
and how women, in turn, experienced and reflected on these efforts. As
such, this book does not offer a definitive narrative of women’s lives in
socialist Romania but instead seeks to explore the impact of socialist
transformation by drawing on multiple stories and perspectives.
Scholars of women in the Eastern Bloc have examined the centrality
of gender in state making and socialist modernization, particularly the
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ways these processes shaped women’s roles, relationships, and selfidentities.9 For instance, in her study of industrialization in Stalinist
Poland, Malgorzata Fidelis analyzes how ideas about gender and the
nation influenced labor and family policies, state commitment to gender equality, and women’s occupational status. At the same time, Fidelis
emphasizes women’s agency in challenging state policies and asserting
their rights as equal citizens. For the East German case, Donna Harsch
similarly examines the interrelationship between work and family, exploring how state neglect of domestic concerns prompted women to
lobby the government for policy change, specifically a relaxation in
divorce laws, enhanced social welfare benefits, and increased access
to consumer goods. Meanwhile, Lynne Haney’s analysis of welfare
regimes in socialist and postsocialist Hungary illustrates how ideas
about gender, family, and need informed state approaches to benefit
distribution—and how women strategically drew on their identities
as mothers and workers to secure benefits. By analyzing how gender
shaped policymaking and how women, in turn, responded to these
policies, this body of scholarship illuminates the contradictions and
limitations of the socialist project for women as well as its possibilities
and opportunities. As a corollary, it explores how state socialism influenced (or not) gender relations in a range of spaces from the workplace to the household.
This book similarly examines gender in its various manifestations—from legislative measures and media depictions to family roles
and workplace relations. Like Kathleen Canning, I regard gender as
a “category of social analysis that denotes the relational character of
social difference” as well as a “symbolic system or as a signifier of relations of power in which men and women are positioned differently.”10
Thus, as employed in this book, gender is both a methodological approach and a subject of study. I consider how gender served as an organizing principle of the state, used by policymakers to restructure
various spheres and legitimate the socialist project. For example, in order to rapidly industrialize, the state employed gender-homogenizing
strategies, mobilizing both women and men into the labor force. At
the same time, the state used gender-differentiating strategies, defining
women according to their reproductive capacities, for which they were
also instrumentalized, especially after 1966.11 As a corollary, despite
state guarantees of equality between women and men, gender hierarchies and discrimination characterized certain sectors of the labor
force. While some women criticized these practices, others ignored
them (or were unaffected by them) and embraced the occupational opportunities available to them, regarding work as personally v alidating
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and fulfilling. Meanwhile, although pronatalist policies sharply curtailed women’s bodily freedom, they also enabled women to draw on
the officially vaunted role of mother to secure extended maternity
leave or take sick leave. This demonstrates that women did not necessarily regard all aspects of socialism as coercive or oppressive, or that
they were unable to assert agency. Indeed, women often strategized to
secure certain resources and benefits, appealing to the state based on
their social identities as workers or mothers.
I also examine how gender shaped people’s beliefs, norms, and practices, serving as frames through which they made sense of their lives.
Despite the emancipatory message of socialist rhetoric, in practice gender roles were often more rigid than socialist policymakers envisioned.
Thus, traditional attitudes and modes of behavior remained powerful,
at times working against women’s equality. This was especially evident
in male-dominated fields where the presence of women executing traditionally masculine jobs disrupted existing work cultures and men’s
conception of skill. It was also evident in men’s reluctance to assist in
the domestic sphere.
Women grappled with gender hierarchies and the tension between
socialist ideology and practice in varying ways. While some grudgingly resigned themselves to their fates, others challenged their subordination or negotiated with state actors to improve their situation.
For instance, women working in male-dominated areas might assert
their legal status as “equal socialist workers and citizens” to call out
the sexist behaviors of coworkers, while wives referenced slogans of
equality between women and men to persuade husbands to assist with
household chores. Moreover, in letters to the communist leadership,
women mobilized their maternal roles to request larger dwellings for
their families. Although women’s savvy use of state rhetoric was strategic, intended to improve working and living conditions, it was also
rooted in ideas of citizenship, equality, and social justice. Indeed, like
Alexi Yurchak, I found that some of the values promoted by the state
(e.g. social equality, community-mindedness, selflessness, diligence)
resonated with my respondents, regardless of ideological affiliation.12
Thus, while many individuals were anti-Ceauşescu, especially by the
1980s, they nonetheless identified with certain aspects of socialist
rhetoric and policy (peace, public security, education, orderliness).13
While this book is fundamentally about women, rather than posit
a “shared female experience,” I place subjectivity at the heart of my
analysis, exploring the wide-ranging meanings that women attributed
to their experiences.14 Thus, I examine women’s varied roles and identities (as workers, mothers, wives, daughters, consumers, activists, dis"AMBIGUOUS TRANSITIONS: Gender, the State, and Everyday Life in Socialist and Postsocialist Romania" by Jill Massino
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sidents), recognizing that they overlapped and intersected with one
another to shape lived experience. I also recognize that their meanings
shifted with respect to temporal and contextual factors. Although not
a generational study per se, since women from certain age cohorts experienced common historical events and viewed particular periods as
life-defining, my analysis, where relevant, generalizes about specific
social groups and cohorts.
At the same time, I acknowledge that women did not always understand their experiences as gendered but rather as common to most
people living in a one-party state. For example, suffering in a cold
apartment due to heat rationing, as one of my respondents stressed,
was something that men and women alike endured. Thus, while I believe that gender often mattered, I also emphasize cases where, according to my subjects, gender didn’t matter. In the end, I did make choices
about what issues to focus on, namely youth, work, marriage and the
family, motherhood and reproduction, and consumption and leisure;
however, I analyze these issues in reference to the meanings that both
women and official discourses ascribed to them, recognizing that these
meanings changed over time and with respect to context.
As the aforementioned examples illustrate, the interrelationship of
not only gender and politics but everyday life and politics is essential
for understanding the complexity of life under state socialism. To this
end, Alltagsgeschichte (everyday life history) is a central site of analysis as well as a methodological approach of this book. A slippery
concept, an everyday life approach, according to historian Maureen
Healy, enables scholars “to write about politics and the workings of
power in a given historical context … and emphasize human agency
in the process.”15 Thus, everyday life history illuminates personal responses to policymaking and governance; the different ways individuals interpreted and responded to state power, be it through resistance,
dissimulation, or mockery, or through toleration, accommodation, or
even affirmation.16 My analysis of individual agency, therefore, goes
beyond the resistance-accommodation dichotomy, acknowledging that
individuals could hold multiple, overlapping, and sometimes conflicting opinions of the regime.17 Thus, they might be supportive of the
regime’s employment policies, while condemning its reproductive policies. Given the reach and invasiveness of the socialist state and its efforts to transform all aspects of life, an analysis of everyday life is not
only useful but also necessary for understanding the dynamics of state
power—and people’s responses to it.
The everyday life approach has been used to great effect by scholars
of Nazism and socialism to illuminate how individuals asserted agency
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within a system that undermined personal choice and freedom.18
Through analyses of state (official) and personal (unofficial) sources,
these studies have demonstrated that rather than coercion and repression, these regimes relied on a degree of concession and accom
modation.19 Drawing on letters to government officials and editorials,
scholars have analyzed how individuals expressed their approval of,
concern about, and resistance to state policies—sometimes using
socialist parlance to do so.20 They have also explored how, through
connections and personal networks, people negotiated the system
of shortage and privilege, securing promotions, scholarships, larger
apartments, and a vast array of items from basic foodstuffs to luxury
goods. These insights have been instrumental in challenging totalitarian interpretations of communist systems, which focus on their coercive, violent, and repressive aspects. As used in this book, everyday
life considers how ordinary individuals engaged with power, including
negotiating a range of different relationships to suit their needs. As
such, it offers a nuanced portrait of how people resisted or flouted
state policies, “worked” the system, enjoyed state services, or simply
muddled through. For example, remunerating Romanian doctors with
coveted Kent cigarettes and other “luxury” goods could help ensure
better treatment in hospital or secure a longer maternity leave. Such
an act, what Alf Lüdtke refers to as Eigen-sinn (self will), illuminates
individual forms of self-preservation and self-assertion and is particularly useful for understanding operations of power on the everyday
level. As employed here, however, Eigen-sinn need not involve asserting oneself against the state; rather it might entail asserting oneself
against traditional beliefs, in some cases even using official discourse
to do so. Accordingly, a woman might emphasize her role as an “equal
socialist worker and citizen” as a weapon against prejudice in a maledominated workspace.
An everyday life approach also offers insight into the private sphere
or, more aptly, private life, which, in the socialist context, variously
served as a retreat and refuge, a place for entertaining friends and
family, a site for informal and illicit exchanges, and a space for opposition and honest living.21 Both personal and social, private life allowed people to sustain traditions, fashion identities, and escape (or
grouse about) the overly politicized public sphere or public life.22 At
the same time, everyday life investigations can shed light on morally
questionable and ambiguous practices, offering a deeper understanding of how and why individuals supported, complied with, or simply
tolerated communist policies. Seen in this light, falsifying statistics,
buttressing the Ceauşescu cult, or turning a blind eye to surveillance
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of friends, neighbors, or coworkers was not necessarily rooted in ideological fidelity to communism, but in the acquisition of basic (or even
luxury) goods and services or in the need to protect family members
and oneself.23
More broadly, explorations of gender and everyday life enhance
understandings of the relationship between state and citizen and how
politics and ideology were felt by people in their daily lives. Drawing
on historian Konrad Jarausch’s notion of “welfare dictatorship” and
Jan Palmowski’s concept of “socialist citizenship,” this book complicates conventional Cold War understandings of state-society relations
in the Eastern Bloc.24 In contrast to citizenship in liberal democracies,
socialist citizenship was relatively passive: individuals did not genuinely participate in the political process and were prohibited from associating freely, though they did appeal, through letters, protests, and
revolts, to the state for improved conditions. While lacking political
rights, peoples of the Eastern Bloc did enjoy certain economic and social rights.25 Although not substitutes for full rights, economic rights,
such as guaranteed employment, and social rights, such as universal
healthcare, education, and childcare were, for some individuals, as
important as—if not more important than—political rights. This was
especially the case for women in Romania who were denied a host of
political rights during the interwar period.26 As the country was overwhelmingly agrarian when the communists took power, social entitlements improved the lives of many, often serving as a basis upon which
people’s understanding of rights developed and their identities were
expressed. Indeed, despite (or perhaps because of) the fact that people
in the region lacked political rights, their identities developed with respect to social and economic rights. This suggests that some individuals regarded certain aspects of socialist rule, specifically its policies, as
legitimate.
At the same time, the existence of social entitlements and people’s
positive identification with them does not override the fact that people
lacked autonomy—though it should also be noted that even in liberal democracies autonomy is constrained by race, class, gender, and
sexual orientation. Nor does it override censorship, barriers to travel,
material want, repressive pronatalist policies, or other violations of
people’s civil and human rights. In sum, a broader conceptualization
of citizenship allows for a more complex understanding of the state,
not only as an instrument of coercion but also of possibilities. As such,
it is particularly useful for understanding people’s ambiguous relationship toward socialism, as well as state efforts to secure popular
legitimacy.”27
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The promise of egalitarianism notwithstanding, socialist citizenship, like other types of citizenship, contained hierarchies and exclusions as some people enjoyed more rights and benefits than others.28
Some of these exclusions were codified in law, while others were de
facto; some were political forms of exclusion, others were social. For
example, while social mobility was possible, it was often linked to social origin, job type, and political servility rather than merit. This was
evident in the privileges enjoyed by the political elite and, to a lesser
extent, heavy laborers. Moreover, access to welfare entitlements varied temporally and as a function of status and political expediency.
For instance, during the early years of socialist rule, entitlements were
used strategically as a form of social leveling and punishment. As such,
poor peasants and laborers were the beneficiaries of “affirmative action” policies, with groups deemed essential to socialist modernization, such as heavy industrial laborers, being privileged for food and
housing. As a corollary, while there was a good deal of educational mobility in the country, especially for children of workers and peasants,
occupational mobility was limited. Meanwhile, homosexuals, those
with “unhealthy social origins,” such as interwar elites and alleged reactionaries and kulaks (well-off or landowning peasants), faced discrimination or persecution.
That said, because the state was not static and monolithic but a
layered entity, composed of multiple institutions and agencies that relied on bureaucrats, journalists, social workers and the police, among
others, to interpret, disseminate, and enforce (or not) its policies, socialist rule was by no means a seamless, transparent, and consistent
practice. Indeed, given that connections, favoritism, and bribery became endemic to the system, how policies were enforced could vary
depending on the situation and persons involved. The discrepancy
between citizenship as legislated, implemented, and experienced thus
demonstrates that rights—particularly the enjoyment of them—are
never certain or guaranteed, but are often contingent on circumstance
and personal relationships. Similarly, people’s enjoyment and expression of their rights is often contingent on particular conditions.
Analyzing the nexus between gender, citizenship, and everyday
life also illuminates the complexities of socialist modernization. As
in the West, in Romania modernization (e.g. industrialization, urbanization, social intervention, welfare entitlements, and consumption)
shaped various aspects of life, including gender relations, reproduction, culture, education, and public health. Moreover, in both East and
West modernization was a process of assessing, categorizing, managing, and regulating society through institutions, laws, and policies.
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It also involved reformulating and identifying need and distributing
benefits.29 Although the state alone defined need, it relied on a host
of functionaries, such as physicians, social workers, and pedagogues
to do so. By promoting particular practices and values (e.g. literacy,
sobriety, punctuality, rational thinking and self-awareness, as well as
proper hygiene and child-rearing practices), these “experts” sought to
change people’s behaviors—to civilize them by creating new men and
women.30
While socialist policymakers were influenced by Enlightenment
notions of progress, state policies were implemented in an illiberal,
one-party state that subordinated individual needs to the collective.
As such, Romania followed an “alternative path to modernity”—what
some scholars refer to as “socialist modernity.”31 Accordingly, socialist
leaders and policymakers were not necessarily trying to compete with
Western versions of modernity but were following their own version,
which they (or at least the true believers) regarded as superior. Indeed,
“alternative modernity” became a means by which countries in the
Eastern Bloc engaged in the Cold War struggle, with “equality between
women and men” being one of the bases upon which they claimed
superiority to the West. Thus, gender equality, like social equality, was
not only part and parcel of the radiant future envisaged by the communists, but also assumed geopolitical significance. As such, socialist
Romania serves as a compelling case study for illuminating different
ways that modernization was imagined and implemented, making it
a fruitful basis of comparison with noncommunist regimes and other
societies in transition.
As in the West, modernization was characterized by tensions and
contradictions and often had darker sides. Thus, my understanding of
modernity takes into account its ambivalences, contradictions, uses
of force, tragedies, and ironies.32 For example, while the first decade of
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej’s rule (1947–1965) is associated with repression, it was Dej who decriminalized abortion and made it available
on demand in 1957. On the other hand, the early Nicolae Ceauşescu
period (mid-1960s to early 1970s) is associated with cultural liberalization, increased consumption, engagement with the West, and the
expansion of industry and technology. However, liberalization was
also accompanied by the passage of repressive pronatalist policies and
restrictive divorce laws. While women welcomed the consumer thaw,
their sexual lives became a major source of concern for them. A focus
on gender thus underscores the ambiguities of socialist modernization, bringing into sharp relief the tensions between political and economic policies on the one hand and family and reproductive policies
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on the other. Moreover, it illuminates how relaxations and liberalizations in certain spheres could serve as substitutes for genuine reform
in others. As such, a gender analysis disrupts conventional periodizations of postwar Romania, providing a more complex understanding
of state making and modernization.
Finally, although the party-state embraced modernity, as in other
postwar societies (including liberal democracies), tradition did not
wholly disappear but remained a potent force, which the state sought
to variously eradicate, accommodate, and appropriate for larger economic and ideological goals.33 Indeed, rather than being diametrically
opposed, at times tradition and modernity operated in tandem with
one another. As Jelena Batinić argues with respect to the Yugoslav Partisans, “the success of the party’s rhetoric lay not in a mere invocation
of traditions, but rather in a deft combination of the old and the new,
of traditional symbols and revolutionary ideas.”34 Similarly, in socialist Romania traditional values and practices could prove highly useful
for legitimating the socialist project.35 For example, during the period
of heightened nationalism, Ceauşescu relied on the Orthodox Church
to promote national identity, an institution that had greater popular
resonance than socialist propaganda. Similarly, in justifying restrictive divorce legislation, the state manipulated broader cultural stigmas
surrounding divorce.
At the same time, tradition influenced people’s daily lives be it in
the form of religious beliefs and practices or patriarchal attitudes toward women and gender roles. As such, tradition could be a source
of community, self-preservation, and resistance. Yet, it could also be
disempowering or regressive, evident in the sexual double standard,
gender discrimination in the workplace, and women’s (often sole) responsibility for the household. Thus, traditional, cultural, and family
practices could go against more progressive policies instituted by the
state. As with other states that experienced political revolution (e.g.
Nazi Germany, fascist Italy, the USSR), the advent of a new system was
characterized by continuities with the prerevolutionary period.

Historical Sources and Their Discontents
This book draws on numerous primary sources, both archival and
human, that have become available since the collapse of socialism.
It includes sources produced during the communist period, including
legislation, statistics, print media, film, and social science research.
Propaganda was invested with a great deal of importance for its ca
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pacity to transform mentalities and social practices. Accordingly, a
wide range of print media—from the party daily, Scânteia (The Spark),
to more specialized magazines on art, culture, science, youth, women
and foreign policy—and radio and television programs were designed
to educate or “enlighten” people about a range of events and issues.
These publications aimed to create a new society and a “new person,”
to shape people’s attitudes, values, and behaviors. For instance, the
official communist women’s monthly Femeia (Woman), with its advice
columns, debates, and articles on health and hygiene, sought to inculcate certain values and construct a new socialist woman. In particular,
the social scientists, medical professionals, and other “experts” featured in the magazine sought to modernize and moralize the population. As such, their research findings were not simply descriptive but
also prescriptive. Although some pieces, especially advice columns and
debates, were cautiously critical of socialist policy, in the final analysis
they were orchestrated or “framed” discussions, designed to promote
particular ideas and behaviors and to legitimate state policies and initiatives. Under the pretense of being open forums that sought popular
input, these debates, discussions, and advice columns were therefore
both safety valves and consensus builders.36 Yet, while more scripted
and ideologically inflected than media in societies with free presses,
orchestrated discussions are not absent from those contexts either as
women’s magazines in the West also prescribed certain behaviors, values, and ideas about womanhood, albeit typically in more subtle and
visually appealing ways.37
Although socialist media were ideologically driven, they are nonetheless rich sources for analyzing state constructions of a wide range
of issues from work, marital relations, and morality to culture, international politics, and economic development. They also illuminate
how the state sought to appeal to women and instill in them particular
beliefs and practices. Though women certainly did not identify with all
the stories in socialist women’s magazines, given their lack of access
to other women’s magazines (except those that were smuggled across
the border or sent in from relatives abroad) they cannot be dismissed
as entirely meaningless. Indeed, women gleaned from them what they
deemed useful or interesting—clothing patterns, recipes, and articles
on infant and family health—while ignoring sections that focused on
the communist leadership or party congresses.
In addition to socialist media and scholarship, I analyze documents from the archive of the Central Committee of the Romanian
Communist Party (Comitetul Central al Partidul Comunist Român,
PCR).38 Ranging from meeting minutes, official reports, and debates
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to correspondence from foreign dignitaries and ordinary Romanians,
these documents are products of both selective recording and selective archiving and, as such, offer particular and partial perspectives on
the past. Nonetheless, certain information can be gleaned from them,
which, when analyzed alongside other sources, provide a more nuanced understanding of the party leadership and the issues it deemed
most pressing and worthy of policy response. Of particular relevance
for everyday life is the wealth of correspondence between ordinary
citizens and the communist leadership. From fawning letters requesting Ceauşescu’s attendance at their child’s baptism to desperate mothers pleading for increased rations to laborers highlighting workplace
graft, these “letters to the leader” serve as windows onto popular opinion. They also offer insight into people’s understandings of socialist
citizenship and their willingness to speak “socialist” in order to acquire goods or seek redress for a particular problem or disservice. Although they did not assume the same level of significance as did East
German Eingaben (petitions), which were voluminous, the fact that
the regime chose to archive the letters at all—and, in some cases, respond to them—indicates that it was at least moderately concerned
with the “mood of the people” and securing a modicum of popular legitimacy, if only to stave off dissent.39 I also include letters transmitted
by ordinary Romanians to Radio Free Europe, a news source that kept
many Romanians informed about domestic and foreign events and
showcased Romanian dissidents and various acts of resistance in the
country.40 In comparison with letters that ordinary Romanians sent to
local and national leaders, these letters were less guarded in their criticism of the regime and, therefore, more evocative of the frustrations
and sufferings felt by Romanians, especially during the final decade of
communist rule.
I consider these official sources alongside the more than one hundred oral histories I have collected in Romania since 2003.41 The interviews were conducted with women and men of varying socioeconomic,
educational, ethnic, religious, and professional backgrounds who currently reside and spent most of their lives in two major urban areas:
Braşov and Bucharest.42 Thus, my study does not examine the everyday lives of rural women per se. However, because the country was
over 75 percent rural at the time of the communist takeover and many
of my respondents were born and raised in the countryside, I consider
how their upbringing shaped their outlook and life trajectories.
Most of my respondents were ethnic Romanians, though I also interviewed ethnic Hungarian and ethnic German women. I did not,
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ing a rapport (through an intermediary, for example) with individuals
from a Roma community, and none of my respondents introduced me
to women who identified as Roma. Although guided by a questionnaire, the interviews were conversational in style, following the life
history approach wherein subjects narrate their lives from childhood
to the present, though they also jumped about chronologically and thematically. The questionnaire focused on a range of issues: schooling,
work, marriage, parenting, consumer culture and leisure, as well as
major events such as the communist takeover, mass industrialization,
Ceauşescu’s rise to power, and the Romanian Revolution and transition to democracy. I was particularly interested in the diverse ways
state policies affected women’s lives and which facets of their lives they
chose to emphasize (e.g. education, work, family, leisure).
Oral histories conducted after the collapse of state socialism benefit from the fact that people need not fear for their safety as a result of sharing their stories. Thus, unlike interviews conducted during
the socialist period (as well as private journals kept during that time),
which were, to varying degrees, products of self-censorship, oral histories conducted after 1989 provide (ostensibly) a more candid and
in-depth portrait of individuals’ lives. Additionally, oral histories offer
people a medium for articulating their identities and reclaiming parts
of the past.43 Indeed, the very act of recollecting the past can serve as
a form of catharsis—especially for those who spent the majority of
their lives under socialism—imbuing their lives with coherence and
meaning. Life stories also offer different layers of meaning, illustrating
the complex and varied ways that people experience—and in turn remember—events, people, and ordinary practices. At the same time, life
stories are not objective reflections of a lived reality but instead provide a particular view—or interpretation—of life experiences, which
involve privileging some aspects, downplaying or obscuring others,
and refashioning others.
Yet, memories are not only a product of personal engagement with
the past, but shaped by relationships, social practices, and discourses.
In Romania the regime controlled the construction and dissemination
of knowledge, saturating the public sphere with socialist and nationalist rhetoric, which necessarily influenced how people understood and
subsequently remembered their environment.44 At the same time, official discourses existed alongside other, less ideologically freighted
discourses. Thus, communist slogans such as the “struggle for peace,”
“equality between women and men,” and “the construction of a multilaterally developed society” coexisted with family stories about the Iron
Guard and World War II, while Orthodox prayers coexisted with lines
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from a Beatles song. In addition, people’s experiences were constituted
by various practices, from swimming in the Black Sea to participating in obligatory May Day festivals to attending religious celebrations.
Thus, in my analysis I consider the different mediums and tropes that
shaped people’s experiences and memories, recognizing that, while individuals took care to keep certain aspects of their lives private, the
official and unofficial often overlapped and informed one another to
influence their understandings of the world.
People’s memories of the past are also refracted through presentday experiences and discourses, while their experiences of the present
(or post-1989 period) are framed through discourses and experiences
of the past. Romania’s transition to pluralism, entry into NATO and
the European Union, and the growth of civil society are indicative of
the country’s progress over the past twenty-five years. However, progress has not been experienced by all. Indeed, the collapse of socialist industry, wide-scale corruption, and the global financial crisis have
produced downward mobility and financial insecurity for many. Consequently, some express disillusionment with the transformation and
Romania’s “return to Europe.” With respect to oral history, this presents challenges since dissatisfaction with the present can translate into
veneration of or nostalgia for the past. However, it should not be assumed that people’s experiences of the transformation have completely
misshaped or colored their memories of the past—or that people yearn
for all aspects of the socialist past. For example, women’s frustration
over the loss of what they consider basic rights (guaranteed work and
state-subsidized vacations and childcare) is not so much evidence of
nostalgia as it is an unsentimental response to a real sense of displacement and economic uncertainty.
In addition, public (or publically accessible) discourses about the
past in the form of memoirs, films, television shows, museum exhibits,
and discussions can also shape—and even trigger—memory, which,
in turn, can affect how individuals narrate their lives. Moreover, people’s narrations of the past are selective due to the passage of time
and the choice to present their lives in a certain light (e.g. a sanitized
or positive light) or to explain or justify actions with reference to a
specific context. In some cases, selective remembering is rooted in selfpreservation: a means whereby individuals who suffered repression or
other tragedies minimize or reformulate their experiences, identifying themselves as survivors rather than victims. Conversely, selective
remembering can conceal or obscure complicity in illicit, immoral, or
socially unacceptable acts—and even enable individuals to claim the
identity of victim. As a means of dealing with these challenges, I tried
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to be sensitive to the silences, lapses, and evasions in people’s narratives, including their use of ambiguous language, not responding to a
question or responding with another question, or simply changing the
subject. That said, since remembering the past can be an emotionally
taxing process, and some individuals, as a form of coping or survival,
work to forgot or repress unpleasant episodes and events, I did not
press individuals on particular issues if I sensed discomfort or reluctance on their part. These were, after all, life history interviews not
interrogations or therapy sessions. In short, the relationship between
experience and memory is complex, and oral histories, like official
documents, necessarily represent particular constructions of the past.
While rich, these sources are nonetheless uneven; thus, I employ
a triangulated approach in my analysis, juxtaposing official sources
alongside unofficial ones, governmental sources alongside personal
ones, socialist sources alongside postsocialist ones. In this manner, I
highlight common and shared themes and experiences as well as less
common or unique ones. As a corollary, since I seek to understand
my informants’ lives through local and everyday practices, as well as
larger political, economic, and social transformations, I consider the
degree to which current realities affect their attitudes toward the past.
That is, how people have weathered the changes engendered by the
transition and how this experience shapes their interpretation of the
past. As such, this book is not about one but two major transitions. Exploring the interrelationship between these two periods is crucial, as
many of the beliefs and social practices that framed individuals’ lives
during socialism remain salient today. Moreover, this interrelationship
is important from a political perspective given efforts by some elites to
condemn and distance themselves from the past and, thereby, obscure
complex discussions about it.
Many of the people interviewed for this project led what they considered more or less ordinary lives during what many would consider
extraordinary times—what some refer to as “socialist normality.”45
Not all were so fortunate, however. One of them faced outright persecution, two were sent to Soviet Ukraine as forced laborers, and
another was jailed after the massive Steagul Roşu workers’ strike in
1987; meanwhile, others suffered occupational and related forms of
discrimination as a result of their “unhealthy social origins.” None,
however, suffered the type of persecution associated with Stalinism
in the Soviet Union, in part because prolonged, arbitrary terror did
not characterize socialist rule in Romania.46 To be sure, tens of thousands of individuals were—largely unjustly—arrested, imprisoned, and
forcibly exiled during the early Dej years. Moreover, individuals faced a
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range of repressions under Ceauşescu, from the women left to die after
botched abortions to the dissidents relegated to psychiatric wards to
the children with physical and cognitive disabilities who languished
in the “houses for the irrecoverables.” However, fear, uncertainty, and
inhumanity by no means characterized all or even most aspects of my
respondents’ lives. Rather, respondents made reference to a range of
experiences: the pleasures of work or purchasing a car or household
goods, celebrations with family and trips to the seaside, frustrations
in finding good childcare and healthy food, difficulties in dealing with
sexist colleagues or spouses, fear of unwanted pregnancy. Similarly,
discrimination on the basis of ethnic difference was not, according
to my Hungarian and German respondents, a significant problem in
socialist Romania. This is not to assert that ethnicity did not play a
role in the formulation of socialist politics or that individuals of Hungarian, German, Roma, or Jewish descent did not experience discrimination under socialist rule, but rather that the women I interviewed
did not encounter notable problems in their daily lives as a result of
their ethnic background or confessional affiliation. By focusing on the
good times as well as the bad, I am not trying to whitewash the socialist dictatorship or minimize the real injustice and suffering individuals experienced. Instead, I am trying to tell the history of the period
through their voices, considering how they presented their lives: what
they emphasized or excluded, enthused or remained silent about. By
acknowledging that some women and men lived, according to them,
a “normal life” does not negate the indignities and inhumanity faced
by others, but instead reflects the complexity of socialist rule and the
diversity of lived experience during it.

Organization
This book is organized around experiences that typically structure individuals’ lives: childhood and schooling, work, marriage, and family
life, and leisure and consumption. Each chapter focuses on a particular
topic (e.g. work), examining this topic through the lens of policy, propaganda, and women’s recollections of their lived experiences. Inspired
by Victoria De Grazia’s work on women and gender in fascist Italy, I
provide a general overview of the period and the changing nature of
socialism while also illuminating the varied ways it shaped women’s
lives, connecting subjective experiences to larger events, processes,
and social changes.47 As such, each chapter does not offer a definitive
examination of the topic, but rather seeks to illuminate the relation"AMBIGUOUS TRANSITIONS: Gender, the State, and Everyday Life in Socialist and Postsocialist Romania" by Jill Massino
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ship between ideology, policy, and social practice. Consequently, some
readers might find that certain topics have been unaddressed (or in
sufficiently addressed), or that the stories presented here don’t reflect
their understandings or experiences of the periods under investigation.
However, it should be noted that the narrative has largely been structured around the events and episodes my respondents chose to share
with me.
While my aim in utilizing the life history approach was to construct
a complex portrait of women’s lives under socialism, some questions
were left unanswered and some issues unaddressed. One issue that
receives little attention is sexual behavior. This is due to the fact that
sexuality is a highly private matter in Romania, and I feared producing
discomfort within—or even jeopardizing my rapport with—respondents if questions were too intimate. Instead, I used our discussions
about sexual education, courtship practices, and reproductive policies
to get at sexual attitudes and practices. Additionally, I do not examine the experiences of LGBT individuals, as none of my respondents
identified themselves (or friends and family members) as such. Moreover, the dearth of source material on the topic for the socialist period
presents challenges in contextualizing this history.48 Another topic not
thoroughly explored is intimate partner violence. Although I did ask
respondents about the incidence of domestic violence during the socialist period, I did not inquire about this with respect to their own
relationships out of consideration for privacy and concern that it
could trigger traumatic memories. That said, in response to questions
about their relationships with partners, one woman explicitly referenced physical abuse and two others did so obliquely. Given the high
incidence—or increased reporting—of domestic violence since 1989, it
can be inferred that it was by no means uncommon during the socialist period.49 Moreover, as we shall see, Femeia occasionally took up
the issue, illustrating that it was pervasive enough that it could not
simply be ignored, but required media acknowledgment. As such, respondents’ silences surrounding the topic are perhaps more revealing
than concealing.
Chapter 1 provides context for the book, placing women’s position
in Romania from the latter half of the nineteenth century through the
communist consolidation of power within the broader political, economic, and social history of Romania. I explore public engagement
with the “woman question” and the contributions of women’s organizations in expanding educational and employment opportunities
for girls and women and lobbying for women’s civic equality prior to
World War II. This is followed by an analysis of state efforts to mobilize
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women for socialist modernization through policy and propaganda.
The socialist women’s organization The National Council of Women
(Consiliul Naţional al Femeilor; CNF) and its affiliated magazine,
Femeia, sought to broaden women’s roles, valorizing their achievements inside and outside the home. Both descriptive and prescriptive,
the articles featured in Femeia were designed to promote certain values and behaviors, offering women new ways of thinking about themselves, their relationships, and their place in society. Because women
read these magazines, albeit selectively, they should not be written off
as empty rhetoric, but instead be considered complex and polyvalent
sources that offer important insight into state constructions of gender
and women’s roles in socialist society.
Chapter 2 examines youth, both as the social group most highly
prized for building socialism and as a developmental stage experienced
by individuals. With respect to gender, state policy was comparatively
progressive: young people were typically treated as a general category,
education was compulsory for boys and girls alike, and socialist youth
organizations included both sexes. Moreover, both boys and girls were
encouraged in the sciences and to participate in academic and sporting competitions. Consequently, female youth’s opportunities and experiences expanded dramatically under socialism, indicating that state
institutions and organizations served as potentially powerful sites for
promoting gender equality. That said, not all families embraced the
state’s egalitarian approach to youth as cultural beliefs about gender
roles remained strong, especially with respect to sexual behavior and
socializing with the opposite sex.
While young people were invested with great hope, they were also
regarded as potentially dangerous, particularly during the first years of
socialist rule when “social origin” influenced access to and treatment
within the educational system. Moreover, social origin affected youths’
upbringing and standard of living, as families were torn asunder when
parents were sent to prison. Thus, while official media represented the
family as the bedrock of society, state policies at times undermined
family cohesion. By the later 1960s, concern over youth arose again,
this time with respect to “workshy” and “asocial” youth who were regarded as contaminating elements and a stain on the collective. Taken
as a whole, state policies on youth were progressive, conservative and,
for some, repressive, illustrating the larger ambiguities of socialist rule
and everyday life in Romania. Yet, despite such restrictions and ambiguities, most of my respondents recalled their childhoods as “normal,”
as they engaged in a wide range of leisure and other activities with
friends and family, which often enriched their lives. Indeed, it was only
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when they reached later childhood and early adolescence that they began to notice the abnormalities, contradictions, and repression that
characterized the system.
In chapter 3, I analyze the impact of socialist modernization on the
makeup of the labor force, labor relations, and women’s experiences of
work. Although codified as equal laborers and feted for their productive contributions, women’s experiences of work often diverged from
official representations. While women’s advancement in industry and
the sciences was indeed impressive, the socialist workforce reflected
larger gender hierarchies, with women dominating light and service
industries and medicine, culture, and education—jobs that garnered
lower pay and status than those in heavy industry. The gendering of
labor intensified under Ceauşescu with the introduction of promotional schemes that directed women into science and technology, but
also channeled them into less physically demanding jobs. In addition
to heavy industry, women were underrepresented in leadership positions, including in politics, undermining their ability to effect change.
As such, the workplace offered opportunities for social advancement
and empowerment, but could also institutionalize difference and reinforce gender hierarchies.
More generally, women were less likely to advance professionally
due to male prejudice and family responsibilities, illustrating state inability to effectively transform patriarchal mentalities and incentivize
women’s dual roles as workers and mothers. Finally, women employed
in male-dominated areas faced prejudice and, in some cases, harassment by male colleagues. That said, work was also a vehicle for social and personal transformation: while some women reflected upon
their work experiences negatively, as burdensome and unfulfilling, others considered work empowering and personally validating, providing them with the opportunity to leave the family home, earn a living
wage, and develop new relationships. Indeed, some even cited employment opportunities as evidence of their equality with men.
Chapter 4 examines continuities and changes in spousal roles and
relationships. Socialist family codes reconfigured women’s marital
status from dependents to equal partners, and socialist propagandists
promoted men’s participation in household maintenance and childcare. These progressive constructions, however, existed alongside policies, such as maternity leave, that reinforced gendered caregiving and
broader cultural ideas about gender and domestic labor. This translated into a double or even triple burden for women, which the state
paid lip service to by promising labor-saving devices and one-stop grocery stores, yet generally failed to deliver on. More problematically,
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with the advent of pronatalist policies the state assumed a decidedly
conservative approach to marriage, tightening divorce legislation and
depicting it as immoral and detrimental to children’s development.
These realities, combined with housing shortages and cultural stigmas
surrounding divorce, forced many women to remain in unhappy, unhealthy, and even dangerous partnerships.
Despite this, according to some of my respondents, marital roles
did become more equal over the course of socialist rule. While in part
related to men’s increased sensitivity to women’s challenges, this shift
was mainly related to necessity as inadequate childcare facilities, relocation away from extended family, and the reintroduction of rationing in the 1980s required contributions of both spouses (and, indeed,
all family members) in the maintenance of the household. Thus, state
failure to substantially improve material realities in some cases inadvertently fostered more equitable partnerships.
Chapter 5 examines how civic and parental roles were reformulated
as a result of state demographic goals and welfare policies, underscoring the interplay between the body, citizenship, and the nation. While
Dej, for the most part, incentivized motherhood through positive measures such as child allowances and heroine mother awards, Ceauşescu,
in response to the declining birth rate, introduced repressive measures,
including the criminalization of abortion and the taxation of childless
couples. Accordingly, motherhood was transformed from a cultural
practice that was celebrated into a duty of all women of childbearing
age. As such, it became a fundamental basis for defining and evaluating civic worth—as well as for policing and punishing women. Indeed,
socialist Romania offers a rare example of women experiencing systematic violence by a state during peacetime in the name of promoting life.
As a corollary to policy analysis, I explore women’s efforts to circumvent antiabortion legislation, along with the anxiety, fear, and
tragedy surrounding it. Respondents stressed the inhumanity of pronatalist policies, particularly the way in which they undermined bodily
autonomy and family well-being. While women did not resist these
policies in the form of public protests, by procuring an abortion they
were effectively opposing the state. Given the real physical dangers
and legal risks involved in this practice, women of childbearing age
were thus engaged in prolonged acts of resistance against the state
under Ceauşescu.50
This chapter also examines family policies and the everyday experience of parenthood. For the vast majority of my respondents, family
was the most rewarding aspect of their lives, revealing that even in the
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hood could be highly rewarding. Still, mothers faced a host of challenges in reconciling the demands of work and family, particularly
finding adequate childcare. In response, women devised clever strategies to maximize the time spent with their infants, drawing on maternalist discourse to persuade doctors to extend maternity leave.
In chapter 6, I examine the interplay between consumption, citizenship, and identity, exploring Romania’s transformation from postwar
austerity in the late 1940s and 1950s to cultural and consumer liberalization in the 1960s and 1970s to the return to austerity in the 1980s.
Consumption served as a tool of political legitimacy and social control, a means of highlighting the modernity and seeming progressiveness of the regime and for asserting national autonomy. It was also a
constitutive element of identity formation, a medium for constructing
and reinforcing social hierarchies, and a central facet of everyday life,
which could elicit pleasure but also anxiety. Increased access to consumer goods during the 1960s and 1970s markedly improved the lives
of many—and helped garner popular support for the regime. In terms
of gender specifically, new models of womanhood, often influenced by
Western styles, emerged, and heretofore-personal issues, such as marital relations and sexuality, were featured topics in socialist media. At
the same time, the “marketing” of modern fashions and furnishings
was accompanied by draconian pronatalist policies, which conflicted
with the progressive depictions featured in the magazines.
By the late 1970s, the state reversed consumer policies in an effort
to pay off the foreign debt. The result was a desperate and disgruntled
population that relied on the black market, connections, and barter as
basic survival strategies. Shortage presented particular challenges for
women as they struggled to procure infant formula, concoct nourishing and palatable meals, and complete essential tasks, at times without hot water or electricity. Such shortages compounded the stress
and indignity women experienced as a result of the criminalization
of abortion, which, when considered alongside official rhetoric about
women’s noble roles as mothers, further underscored the ideological
bankruptcy of the regime. Ultimately, increased penury and repression,
along with the waning of socialism elsewhere in the Bloc, compelled
Romanians to topple the Ceauşescu regime, illustrating the centrality
of consumption in regime legitimacy and longevity.
Chapter 7 examines another major transition in twentieth-century
Romania: the transition from socialism to pluralism. It traces the leadup to the revolution of 1989, the ensuing political and social turmoil,
and the shift to pluralism. I argue that the postsocialist period, like
the socialist period, has been characterized by ambiguity. As such,
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 avid Kideckel’s term “actually existing turbulence” aptly describes
D
the flux and uncertainty that Romanians experienced during the 1990s
and early 2000s.51 In terms of my respondents, while some successfully retooled their skills and integrated into the competitive marketplace, others, due to structural transformations and factors outside of
their control, were less successful in this endeavor. Consequently, some
women praised the political freedoms and professional opportunities
of the post-1989 period, while others were more measured and even
critical in their assessments of the past twenty-five years, lamenting
the loss of security, validation, and camaraderie they had enjoyed during the socialist period. At the same time, they universally praised the
rights they have gained since 1989: freedom of speech, association,
and travel, and, crucially for women, reproductive freedom. Indeed,
many Romanians have availed themselves of these freedoms, participating in marches and protests and migrating to Western Europe for
improved educational and employment opportunities.
Yet, continuities with the past also remain in the form of wide-scale
corruption and political graft. Thus, this chapter problematizes triumphalist discourses that emerged after 1989, highlighting the complex
effects of political and economic pluralism on Romanians’ lives. As a
corollary, it challenges the prevailing belief that people’s positive recollections of the past are evidence of communist nostalgia, illustrating
that, for some, socialism was not simply about security and economic
stability but also identity formation and collective belonging. Whatever
my respondents’ views of the past, I conclude that socialism remains
alive in the minds—and in some cases the hearts—of Romanians today, influencing how they make sense of both past and present.
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